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Rose Is The 4th English World Number 1- By Ian Hudson


There are two huge events in golf over the next two weeks so the Dutch Open on 
the European Tour is the calm before the storm. The favourite is a former world 
number one and one of four English players to reach the pinnacle of the sport. Lee 
Westwood was at the top of the world rankings in 2010 and is now the shortest 
priced player for a low-ranking event in Europe in Holland this week. Nick Faldo, 
Luke Donald and Justin Rose have been at number one in the world since the first 
ranking list was published in 1986. England have the second best record after the 
United States.


Rose is the fourth oldest player to become the world number one. Despite losing the 
playoff for the BMW Championship to Keegan Bradley this Monday Rose did 
enough to overhaul Dustin Johnson at the top of the standings. He has now won a 
major, is the current Olympic champion and is statistically the best player in the 
world. Rose is now a leading contender for the Tour Championship and qualified to 
play for Europe in the Ryder Cup in France at the end of the month. This will be his 
fifth appearance in the matches and his current winning percentage is 63.16.  


Both Westwood and Rose have had highs and lows during their career. Westwood 
was one of the favourites to win the Open Championship in 1998 after a number of 
wins around the world. He completely lost form early in the century and slipped out 
of the top 200 in the world rankings. Westwood has finished in the top three in all 
four majors without winning one. At his best he would lap the field in this week’ 
Dutch Open but his winning days look behind him. Westwood never looked like 
playing in the Ryder Cup and a pick was not on the cards.  


Matt Wallace is not far behind Westwood in the betting this week. He has won three 
times in Europe this season including in the Made In Denmark, the last counting 
event for the Ryder Cup. Wallace could do no more to get a wildcard pick for the 
Ryder Cup but captain Thomas Bjorn went for experience over current form. Ian 
Poulter could not be ignored, Henrik Stenson is a good partner for Rose and Paul 
Casey deserved a place. The selection of Sergio Garcia over Wallace is 
questionable, though he has played in eight previous Ryder Cup and has won 
60.81% of his matches. 

  

The US captain, Jim Furyk, has put form over experience with his final selection of 
Tony Finau. Two of Furyk’s picks are rookies and the other two are Phil Mickelson 
and Tiger Woods who have appeared in 18 Ryder Cups between then. Bjorn has to 
deal with five of his automatic qualifiers playing in the Ryder Cup for the first time 
while Justin Thomas is the only debutant for the United States who earned a place 
through the qualifying process. Bjorn’s four picks as a group have played in 20 
Ryder Cups while the other 8 have appeared in the matches just 10 times in total.


Open champion Francesco Molinari made the team with most European and world 
ranking points and Rose was second in both lists. He was the leading amateur in 
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that 1998 Open and turned professional the day after the championship. He joined 
the paid ranks aged 17 and missed his first 21 cuts. Over the last 21 years he has 
progressed through his profession and is now the best player in the world based on 
results. Rose could win the Tour Championship and the Ryder Cup over a fortnight. 


If he does win the season finale on the PGA Tour he also wins the FedEx Cup and 
$10 million dollar bonus. I wonder if he would swap the money for the Ryder Cup?        


Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott

Rooney Is The Best Player In MLS 


Wayne Rooney is the highest scorer ever for Manchester United and England and in 
both cases he broke the records set by Sir Booby Charlton. A return to his beloved 
Everton went pear shaped after some promising performances and he now plays for 
DC United in MLS. If you watch the matches he takes part in it’s obvious there are 
21 average footballers chasing the ball and one class act. 


Defences double up on Rooney which means space for other players that can be 
exploited in tonight’s home match against Minnesota. The visitors have no wins in 
five matches and have conceded at least one goal in 13 fixtures. DC UNITED with 
Rooney must be backed at 11/20 with Betfair to beat Minnesota in the United 
States. 


Rooney has been one of the most high profile British sportsmen since the turn of the 
century and another is Ronnie O’Sullivan. At his best there is no doubt he is the best 
snooker player in the game and he has won five worlds titles. However, he blows hot 
and cold and his form and application suffer if he gets out of the wrong side of the 
bed. O’Sullivan has not played competitively since the world championship. 


He was beaten in the last 16 by Ali Carter and not been seen on the circuit again. He 
is a player who can produce the goods without practice or matchplay. O’SULLIVAN 
should be backed -1.5 frames against Neil Robertson at 8/11 with Boylesports in 
the Shanghai Masters, a tournament in which he has an outstanding record. 


It’s the first day of the St Leger meeting at Doncaster and there is some decent 
racing. However, the supporting races do not justify a four day festival and the best 
racing could be condensed. Today’s meeting is a mixture of handicaps and listed 
and conditions races but nothing at Group level. DETACHMENT is the each way bet 
at 14/1 with Paddy Power for the one mile handicap at 3.35.


The richest race of the day by far is the Kerry National at Listowel (4.20). There is 
over £100,000 up for grabs in this three miles handicap chase. The race has 
attracted a maximum field of 19 runners so the place terms are one quarter the odds 
for the first four. JP McManus has four entries in the hands of different trainers but 
his best prospect comes from the stable of Willie Mullins. BLAZER is the selection to 
win the Listowel race at 6/1 with bet365.     
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